Irish Research on the Internet by Cora Num
Irish Research on the Internet offers new and exciting ways to research your Irish ancestors using the
latest online resources and techniques. Learn how to access material previously only available in
libraries, archives, newspaper libraries and local history collections. This fully searchable material
(most of it free) offers unprecedented search possibilities.
The 2nd edition 2013 was been fully revised and updated in August 2016. It includes lots of new and
exciting Irish family history resources. This book is suitable for both beginners and experienced
researchers and explains what is available, how to find it and how best to use it.
Irish Research on the Internet ISBN 978-0-9804372-6-3 – 2nd edition 2013 A5, 44 pages. Fully revised
and updated August 2016.
Great Value - $12.00 plus $3.00 post and pack in Australia. I offer a 25% discount on 5 or more
copies for resale. Titles can be mixed. Click here for an Order Form
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